Case Study: A Data Warehouse for a National Institute of Geological Environment Monitoring
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The China Institute of Geo-Environment Monitoring assumes a responsibility for providing national hydrogeology, engineering geology and environment geology information services. However, its data is stored in databases and could not support Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) well, so the institute built a Data Warehouse (DW) to integrate various geo-environment data to support upper application systems.

The system is composed of a DW design module, metadata management module, data retrieval module, search engine module, OLAP module and data mining module, covering the whole process from design, building, utilization to presentation.
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\caption{Drilling-down operation in OLAP}
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\caption{A national geo-disasters monthly report}
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Compared with the similar DWs\textsuperscript{[1,2]}, it has two advantages:

1 Support users to create dimensions, measures and cubes in a couple of steps rather than to use Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB) with complex operations;

2 Supplies a tool to generate reports in Word, html and pdf format from the data retrieved from data storage, automatically or semi-automatically. Figure 2 shows a national geo-disaster monthly report, in which a table and charts are also created by the system.

The GDW, which has been running for 2 years without crash, evidenced the correctness of the design and development of the system. The future work will emphasize improving the performance of data mining.
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